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Reed^mace^lter\
Keeps Walls,Dmpes&Jurnishings CLEAN



The Warni'Air Syste

Now MADE CLEA
with the Reed Furnace Fili

THE warm-air furnace, by far the most
economical of all heating systems, has

only one disadvantage—a disadvantage com-
mon to all heating systems

—

dust and dirt.

Contrary to the belief of most people, how-
ever, this dust and soot does not come

from the furnace any more \

that streaks the wall above a s

water radiator comes from the

:

As every furnace man knows
fire with its smoke and soot, i

enclosed by an air-tight fire iacl



Where the Dirt Comes From
In every home, thousands of fine particles of Unt

and dust—invisible except in the strong rays of

the sun—are always floating in the air. These

minute particles, stirred up by sweeping, dusting

and walking about the house, are carried by the air

to the radiators or the heating chamber in the fur-

nace where they are instantly charred and changed

into soot. This is what streaks the walls, clings

to the draperies and soils the furnishings of

the home.

But Now-
filtered Heat!

With the introduction of the Reed Furnace

Filter, the warm-air furnace can now be used

with the full assurance of cleaner, more healthful

and more satisfactory heat than can be obtained

from any other system.

The Reed Furnace Filter-^What It Is

Section of Reed Filter be-

fore and after several
weeks* use. Note the
accumulation of dust and
soot. Additional quanti-

ties are inside the filter!

The Reed Furnace Filter is com-
posed of a steel frame packed

with adhesive-coated, split-wire

filtering media scientifically ar-

ranged for minimum resistance

to air flow. The split wire, re-

sembling steel wool in appear-

ance, is held securely in place by
the patented Reed lead-dipping

process. Seven years of actual ex-

perience have proved this to be

the most eSectual method of air-

filtration yet devised.

The Reed Furnace Filter can be used either with
or without an automatic furnace fan.

All Reed Furnace Filters are built

on exactly the same principle as

standard Reed Filters, which are

now cleaning over 120,000,000

cubic feet of air every minute of

the day. Ford Motor Co., Stand-

ard Oil Co., National Biscuit Co.,

American Radiator Co., Metro-
politan Life Insurance Co., New
York Central Railroad, Eastman
Kodak Co.—these are just a few
of the thousands who are using

the Reed system of air-filtration!

What It Does
The average furnace gives three

to four changes of air every

hour. The warm air rises, cools,

settles to the floor, is drawn
into the cold-air return, passes

into the heating chamber of

the furnace, becomes re-heated

and rises into the house again.

This operation is constantly

repeated. In this way an ever



increasing volume of dirt and soot is cir-

culated and re-circulated throughout the

house until it finds a resting place.

The Reed Furnace Filter—easily and economically

ed in the cold-air duct—^ete at the very root

e evil by removing this foreign matterfrom
air before it enters the furnace—heiore it has

chance to get into the house.

In this way, only clean, healthful air is permitted to

enter the house—a condition impossible with any

other heating system!

How It Does It

Air coming into contact with any surface deposits a

certain amount of its dust content. Air in passing

through the Reed Furnace Filter comes into

direct contact with hundreds of surfaces, each

completely coated with a sticky oil known as

Adhesine. The air becomes cleaner and cleaner with

each contact until it emerges pure and healthful on

the other side.

Advantages to Housekeeper
and Owner

The Reed Furnace Filter easily pays for its cost by

preventing damage to paint and wall paper, by pro-

tecting furnishings and draperies against the ravages

of dust and
soot, by reduc-

ing the care

and expense of

housekeeping
and by safe-

guarding the

health of the

family against

germ-laden air.

Germs and
bacteria are
carried by
dust; by remov-
ing the dust
from the air,

the danger of
respiratory
infections is

also greatly re-

A typical installation of a Reed Furnace Filter duCCd,
on a furnace taking basement air.

High Cleaning Efficiency
The most convincing evidence of the high cleaning

efficiency of Reed Furnace Filters is to see the large vol-

umes of dust, dirt and soot they remove from the heat-

ing air during the course of a few weeks. Three years of

tests and actual use have proved a minimum cleaning

efficiency of 85%, for which each filter is guaranteed.

Used On Both Qravity and
Forced-Air Systems

The air resistance of the Reed Furnace Filter is neg-

ligible—little more than that caused by a right-angle

bend in the cold-air return. In fact it is so low that

it can be used on gravity-circulation systems with no

impairment whatever to furnace capacity.

When a furnace fan is used, the Reed Furnace

Filter is even more necessary than with gravity

circulation because of the greatly increased cir-

culation of dust-laden air.
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Air resistance of the Reed Furnace Filter is little more than
that caused by right-angle bend in cold-air return!

Ease of Maintenance
The only maintenance required by the Reed Furnace

Filter is an occasional washing and recharging. Fre-

quency depends on the amount of dust to be removed

from the air. Once or twice during the heating season

is usually enough.

To wash^ remove filter from cold-air duct and

flush under hot-water faucet for three or four min-

utes. (A short piece of hose attached to the faucet

will be found convenient.)

To recharge^ submerge filter in pan of Adhesine,

remove, let drain for several hours and replace in air

duct. All can be easily done by the most inexperi-

enced person.

^e^^eed^umacePilfer
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Easily Installed On Old
or ISIew Furnaces

Every owner of a warm-air system will want a

Reed Furnace Filter, Even during the heating sea-

son the filter can be installed without inconvenience

and without interruption to household routine.

The Reed Furnace Filter is built in

two sizes—both of the same capacity.

TO THE DEALER
The Reed Furnace Filter represents the greatest ad-

vance in the history of warm-air heating. It gives to

the users of warm-air furnaces even greater advantages

than steam or hot water at a fraction of the cost

More economical Cleaner. More healthful. No ugly,

space-consuming radiators. When used in conjunc-

tion with a furnace fan, it makes the warm-air

furnace both practical and desirable for even

the largest and finest homes,

i Big Sales Possibilities

Every present and prospective user of a warm-air

furnace is a real prospect for the Reed Furnace Filter.

Every owner you sell is a satisfied customer and a

booster for you. Every installation you make invariably

leads to another.

SMirr mtM, om

FILTER REMOVED FROM TOP

[ft

Two methods of installing
Reed Furnace Filters for easy

access and maintenance.

Better Profits
The Reed Air Filter Co. is the largest manufacturer of

air-cleaning equipment in the world. Almost 200,000

Reed Air Filters are now in use. This large-volume

production makes possible worth-while profits

to the dealer and low prices to the consumer.

Cuts Out Competition
Nothing like the Reed Furnace Filter has ever been

offered to the home owner. With it the furnace dealer

can sell his customer on the basis of real service and

at fair prices. Once you tell your customer oj

unusual advantages of a Reed Furnace Filter yov

reasonably sure to get his business.

Simple to Install

In practically every case the Reed Furnace Filter can

be so easily installed that directions to the furnace man

are unnecessary. The illustrations tell the story. Full in-

formation for installing, however, comes with each filter.

The only requirement is that the filters be placed in

the cold-air duct so that all intake air passes

through them. Even under the most unusual condi-

tions, this can be accompKshed with a little ingenuity.

Typical installations of the

Reed Furnace Filter with
and without a furnace fan.

How to Figure Requirements

To estimate the filter area necessary for a gravity or

forced circulation job:

1. Find the sum of the cross sectional areas of all the

warm-air leaders and add 15% of this result.

2. The area of each filter unit is 350 sq. in., so to find

the number of units necessary, determine the first mul-

tiple of 350 above the total area of the warm-air leaders.

Example
To filter air for an eight-room house having 5 nine-inch

leaders, 2 ten-inch leaders, and 1 twelve-inch leader:

5 leaders 9" in diameter = 5 x 63 = 315 sq. in.

2 leaders 10" in diameter = 2 x 78 = 156 sq. in.

1 leader 12" in diameter = 1x113 - 113 sq. in.

Total -584 sq. in.

Add 15% 584+88 = 662 sq. in. = filter area necessary.

The first multiple of 350 above 662 is 700 or 2x350.

Therefore two filters are reqxiired to clean the air for

this furnace.

Reed Air Filter Co., incorporated

215-225 Central Ave., LOUISVILLE, KY,

Offices in Principal Cities



A REED FURNACE FILTER
partly withdrawn from its place in the cold-

air return, showing dust, dirt and soot that

have beenprevented from entering this home
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air return, showing dust, dirt and soot that

have beenprevented from entering this home
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